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(57) Abstract: For testing a transformer (20) the transformer (20) is emulated by a equivalent circuit (30) and an accuracy of the
4 transformer (20) relative to the equivalent circuit (30) is determined by evaluating a test response of the transformer (20) and is then

automatically converted to an operating condition-related accuracy of the transformer (20).

f4 (57) Zusammenfassung: Zum Testen eines Transformators (20) wird der Transformator (20) durch ein Ersatzschaltbild (30)
nachgebildet und durch Auswerten einer Testantwort des Transformators (20) automatisch eine auf das Ersatzschaltbild (30)
bezogene Genauigkeit des Transformators (20) bestimmt, welche anschlieend automatisch in eine auf einen Betriebsfall bezogene
Genauigkeit des Transformators (20) umgesetzt wird.
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Method and device for testing a transformer

TECHNICAL FIELD

The present invention relates to a method and a device for testing a transformer. In

particular, the invention relates to a method and a device for testing the accuracy of voltage

transformers, without, however, being limited to this preferred field of application.

BACKGROUND

Voltage transformers with an inductive or capacitive operating principle are equipment

of high voltage technology and a constituent of any power supply system. The inductive

operating principle is substantially the principle of a single-phase transformer; the capacitive

operating principle is a combination of a capacitive voltage divider, a choke coil and a single-

phase transformer. Capacitive voltage transformers are used, for example, in high and very high

voltage systems with very high voltages in the region of several hundred kV, the capacitive

voltage divider of the voltage transformer thereby serving as the step-down transformer for

converting the high voltage into a middle voltage range of several kV and supplying the

transformer with that voltage.

Voltage transformers serve on the one hand to transform the operating voltages into

proportional voltages which can be processed further by information technology; on the other

hand, they serve the purpose of galvanically separating the high voltage and the secondary

technology.

The transformed voltages of the transformers are used further for billing or protection

purposes. Depending on the field of use (billing or protection), the transformers must comply

with a specific accuracy class. The accuracy classes are defined for inductive transformers in

standard DIN EN 60044-2 and for capacitive transformers in standard DIN EN 60044-5, these

standards currently being superseded by the series of standards DIN EN 61869.

According to the standard, voltage transformers are divided into different accuracy

classes according to their intended use. According to the class, the phase angles and amplitude

errors of the transformation must not exceed a specific value. The transformers are in particular

divided into classes which are based on their maximum permissible percentage deviation
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(voltage measurement error) at rated voltage and rated burden (examples of classes are: 0.1 - 0.2

- 0.5 - 1.0 - 3.0). In the case of transformers for measurement purposes, the mentioned classes

must not be left at operating frequency (50 Hz or 60 Hz), rated burden (e.g. in the range from

25% to 100%) with a power factor, for example, in the range of from 0.8 to 1.0 inductive and

voltages of, for example, from 80% to 120% of the rated voltage. In the case of transformers for

protection purposes, the classes must be observed at operating frequency, rated burdens (from

25% to 100%) with power factor 0.8 inductive and voltages of from 5% to 190% (according to

the earth fault factor) of the rated voltage. The above-mentioned classes and limit values can

vary country-specifically, and values differing therefrom may also be requested by customers.

On consideration of the accuracy classes it will be seen that the voltage transformers

must be high-precision measuring instruments, of which very high accuracy requirements are

made both in terms of the voltage transmission ratio and in terms of the transmission angle.

Inaccuracies can result in high costs due to errors in the measurement of the transmitted energy

or can endanger safe operation.

In order to test the accuracy of transformers, they are currently dismantled as required,

replaced by a replacement transformer and transported to a high voltage laboratory for accuracy

testing. The complex measures result in high costs, long downtimes and a high outlay in terms

of testing and installation. In order to compensate for the costs and outlay, testing solutions have

in the past been designed which permit testing in situ at nominal voltage and thus minimise the

outlay in terms of installation and transportation.

However, there is at present no method of testing the accuracy of transformers in situ

without using the approximately nominal voltage of the transformers as the test voltage. The

non-linearity of the equipment does not allow testing to be carried out directly at low voltages.

Methods known from the field of current transformers cannot wholly be transferred to

voltage transformers because the parameters of the transformer cannot readily be determined

owing to parasitic influences and its internal construction. In addition, the methods already

known do not take into account the non-linear frequency-dependent behaviour of the loss

dissipation of voltage transformers.

SUMMARY
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It is an object of the present invention to substantially overcome, or at least ameliorate, at

least one of the disadvantages discussed above.

Some aspects of the present invention may provide an improved method and a

correspondingly configured device by means of which the accuracy of transformers can be

tested in situ with a low outlay, to be suitable in particular for the testing of voltage

transformers.

Some aspect of the present invention propose emulating the transformer to be tested by

means of an equivalent circuit and automatically determining the equivalent-circuit-related

accuracy of the transformer by evaluating a test response of the transformer generated as a result

of a test signal. The equivalent-circuit-related accuracy is then likewise converted, automatically

or with computer assistance, into an operating-condition-related accuracy of the transformer.

Some aspects of the present invention ensure independent testing of the accuracy of

transformers generally, wherein the operating state of the transformer can be approximated

accurately and reproducibly by way of its transmission behaviour at low test voltages.

Some aspects of the present invention can be embodied in the form of a portable test

device, so that the transformer can be tested in situ. Some aspects are suitable in particular for

the testing of inductive or capacitive voltage transformers, but the invention can be used

generally for testing the accuracy of transformers.
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Another aspect of the present invention provides a method for testing a voltage

transformer, comprising the steps of: a) emulating the voltage transformer by means of an

equivalent circuit, b) applying a test signal to the voltage transformer, c) detecting a test

response of the voltage transformer in dependence on the test signal and determining, by a

control unit values for components of the equivalent circuit in dependence on the test response

of the voltage transformer, d) determining, by the control unit, an equivalent-circuit-related

accuracy of the voltage transformer on the basis of the test response and on the basis of

equivalent circuit thus provided with the values for the components, and e) determining, by the

control unit an operating-condition-related accuracy of the voltage transformer from the

equivalent-circuit-related accuracy, wherein in step d), an equivalent-circuit-related voltage

deviation and/or an equivalent-circuit-related phase displacement of the voltage transformer are

determined for different burdens, operating voltages and/or operating frequencies of the voltage

transformer, and the equivalent-circuit-related voltage deviation and/or the equivalent-circuit-

related phase displacement are converted in step e) into a corresponding voltage deviation or a

corresponding phase displacement for corresponding operating conditions of the voltage

transformer, in step e), the equivalent-circuit-related accuracy of the voltage transformer is

converted into the operating-condition-related accuracy of the voltage transformer using a

simulation model of the voltage transformer, wherein the simulation model takes into

consideration frequency-dependent and flux-dependent iron losses of the voltage transformer

and in steps b) to d), leakage inductances of the equivalent circuit of the voltage transformer are

determined by the control unit by short-circuit impedance measurements on the primary side and

on the secondary side.

Another aspect of the present invention provides a device for testing a voltage transformer,

comprising a test signal source for generating a test signal which is to be applied to the voltage

transformer, a test response detecting device for detecting a test response of the voltage

transformer in dependence on the test signal, and an evaluation device which is so configured

that it emulates the voltage transformer by an equivalent circuit and determines values for

components of the equivalent circuit in dependence on the test response of the voltage

transformer in order to determine an equivalent-circuit-related accuracy of the voltage

transformer based on the test response and based on the equivalent circuit being provided with

the values for the components and to convert the equivalent-circuit-related accuracy into an

operating-condition-related accuracy of the voltage transformer, wherein the evaluation device

determines an equivalent-circuit-related voltage deviation and/or an equivalent-circuit-related

phase displacement of the voltage transformer for different burdens, operating voltages and/or
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model is used in order to derive, from measurement results at low measuring

voltages with different frequencies, information about the behaviour under an

operating condition. There is used as the basis therefor an equivalent circuit

configured for that operating condition, the elements of which can be

5 determined on different variants. If all the parameters of the equivalent circuit

are known, it is possible, on the basis of the equivalent circuit, to calculate the

behaviour of the transformer and its accuracy in terms of amount and phase

under different operating conditions based on the voltage vector diagram of the

transformer.

10

According to a further embodiment, the invention makes it possible to

determine all the necessary parameters of the transformer, the transformation

ratio and the frequency-dependent linear or non-linear iron losses of the

transformer with low voltages from the low voltage side of the transformer at

15 variable frequency and with a corresponding loss interpretation and calculation

model.

According to a further embodiment of the invention there is used an equivalent

circuit of the transformer in which the complex and distributed primary internal

20 capacitance is taken into consideration as a concentrated element, and a novel

method for determining the primary internal capacitance and, building thereon,

a method for determining the open-circuit transformation of the transformer are

used.

25 According to a preferred embodiment of the invention, a winding correction

which may have been carried out during the process of manufacturing the

transformer in order to comply with the accuracy class is taken into

consideration.

30 In further embodiments of the invention, the following features can also be

implemented, individually or in combination:

- In the case of capacitive voltage transformers, the accuracy of the capacitive

voltage divider of the voltage transformer can additionally be tested.
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- There can be used a simulation model of the frequency- and flux-dependent

iron losses of the transformer which reduces conventional empirical-analytical

loss models by the flux density dependence to Ptot = C - f - PY, where C, fx and

5 LPx describe the components dependent on the transformer as well as on the

frequency f and the flux L. In order to permit this simplification, measurements

are carried out with different frequencies in each case for the same linked flux.

Finally, using a model-based method, the dynamic coefficient C and the

exponent x of the frequency f and the exponent y for the flux Y can be

10 determined. For operating the simulation model, measurements are preferably

carried out at low voltages less than 10 V and variable frequency between 0

and 50 Hz.

- The concentrated primary internal capacitance of the equivalent circuit can be

15 determined on the basis of reference measurements with a precisely known

reference capacitance. To that end, a low-level signal with variable frequency is

applied to the voltage transformer on the secondary side, in order to find the

first parallel resonance. By means of a reference capacitance, which is added,

this resonance frequency is then deliberately detuned in order to determine,

20 with knowledge of the reference capacitance and the newly adjusted

resonance, the primary internal capacitance. This method is performed only in

the case of inductive voltage transformers, because the internal capacitance in

the case of the inductive transformers used in capacitive voltage transformers

is negligible for the frequency range around 50 Hz.

25

- The winding resistances of the equivalent circuit can be determined with d.c.

voltage signals.

- The sum of the leakage inductances of the equivalent circuit can be

30 determined on the basis of the calculated primary internal capacitance or on the

basis of a measured short-circuit reactance. In the case of transformers with

one winding, the leakage inductances can be assumed to be divided according

to empirically determined values. In the case of transformers with a plurality of

windings, the leakage inductances related to the side in question can be
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determined on the basis of mutual measurements of the individual windings.

In general, the invention permits complete information about the accuracy of the

transformer without fingerprints and knowledge of the materials used and, on the basis of the

series of standards DIN EN 60044, or currently DIN EN 61869, allows a variable burden with

different power factors and different operating voltages to be taken into consideration.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

The invention will be explained in greater detail below by means of the accompanying

drawing and with reference to preferred embodiments.

Fig. 1 shows the structure of a transformer in the form of a capacitively coupled voltage

transformer, and a corresponding equivalent circuit.

Fig. 2 shows a simplified schematic block diagram of a test device for testing a

transformer according to an embodiment of the invention.

Fig. 3 shows an example of the coupling and connection of the test device to the

capacitively coupled voltage transformer shown in Fig. 1 for testing the voltage transformer, in

particular for testing the total transformation ratio of the voltage transformer.

Fig. 4 shows an example of the connection of the test device to the voltage transformer

of Fig. 1 for testing the transformation ratio of the inductive voltage transformer section of the

transformer and for testing the capacitive voltage divider of the transformer.

Fig. 5 shows a flow diagram for explaining the execution of a method for testing the

accuracy of transformers according to an embodiment of the invention.

Fig. 6 shows a flow diagram for determining the main inductance and the loss resistance

of the equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 1 using a ferromagnetic loss model according to an

embodiment of the invention.
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Fig. 7 shows a flow diagram for determining the main inductance and the loss resistance

of the equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 1 using a ferromagnetic loss model according to a further

embodiment of the invention.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

The invention will be explained hereinbelow with reference to a capacitively coupled

voltage transformer. However, the invention is not limited to this use but can also be applied to

inductive voltage transformers as well as to transformers in general.

Fig. 1 shows the structure of such a capacitively coupled voltage transformer 20, wherein

the voltage transformer 20 comprises a coupling section 21 with coupling capacitances C1 and

C2, which form a capacitive voltage divider, and a choke coil L adjusted to the capacitances C1

and C2 as well as an (inductive) transformer section 22 with a single-phase transformer. The

connections of the voltage transformer 20 on the primary side are denoted A or NHF, while the

connections on the secondary side are denoted la and In. For the sake of clarity, Fig. 1 shows a

voltage transformer with only one secondary winding.

Within the context of the present invention, the voltage transformer is emulated by an

equivalent circuit, it being possible for the equivalent circuit to be related to either the primary

side or the secondary side of the voltage converter.

Such an equivalent circuit 30 is likewise shown by way of example in Fig. 1, a section

31 of the equivalent circuit being assigned to the coupling section 21 of the voltage transformer

20, while a section 32 of the equivalent circuit corresponds to the transformer section 22 of the

voltage transformer 20.

Fig. 2 shows a block diagram of a test device 10 according to an embodiment of the

invention which, on the basis of such an equivalent circuit, tests the accuracy of the voltage

transformer by means of automatic operations and to that end, by applying a sum of test signals

and carrying out different measurements, which will be described in greater detail below,

determines the individual components or parameters of the equivalent circuit and then, on the

basis thereof, first determines the accuracy of the voltage transformer relative
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to the equivalent circuit and converts the equivalent-circuit-related accuracy into

an operating-condition-related accuracy.

The test device 10 shown schematically in Fig. 2 comprises a signal source 11

5 for generating a test or measuring signal of specific amplitude and frequency,

as well as a controllable amplifier 12, via which the test signal amplified as

desired is emitted to the object under test. The test device can have separate

outputs for a low-voltage test on the one hand and a high-voltage test on the

other hand. The signal source 11 and the controllable amplifier 12 are driven by

10 a control unit 14, which can be in the form of a microcontroller or digital signal

processor. The test response which then appears at the test object or object

under test is detected by a measuring or detection device 13 and fed to the

control unit 14, which evaluates the test response and, in dependence thereon,

initiates further actions.

15

The control unit 14 is the central component of the test device 10 and is

responsible for the largely automatic execution of the test method described

hereinbelow with reference to a preferred embodiment. As is shown in Fig. 2,

the test device 10 has a memory 15 for storing operating or control programs

20 for the control unit 14 or for storing test results, etc. By way of an input/output

section 16, commands or control information can be fed to the test device 10 or

test results or control information for other devices can be outputted. The

input/output section can comprise, for example, a keyboard, a display and

various types of interfaces (USB, D-Sub 9, flash card slots, etc.). The test

25 device can likewise have an equipotential bonding conductor connection.

The test device 10 is preferably in the form of a compact portable device so

that, by means of the device, a transformer can be tested in situ in a simple

manner. As will be explained in greater detail below, for carrying out certain

30 measurements the test device 10 can be coupled with a voltage booster which

amplifies the test voltage supplied by the test device to a desired high voltage

value and applies it to the test object.

The control unit 14 of the test device 10 is so configured that, by means of a
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plurality of measurements which are performed automatically, it determines the

individual components of the equivalent circuit shown by way of example in

Fig. 1 and, on the basis of the equivalent circuit thus known, determines the

equivalent-circuit-related accuracy of the voltage transformer. The connection

5 of the test device 10 to the voltage transformer 20 can be made according to a

four-wire measuring method, wherein the voltage applied directly to the test

object is measured back in order to avoid the measurement being influenced by

cables or transfer resistances at the terminals.

10 The equivalent-circuit-related accuracy is then converted by the control unit 14

into an operating-condition-related accuracy in order to allow the voltage

transformer to be evaluated both as regards amplitude accuracy and as

regards phase accuracy.

15 According to one embodiment of the invention, in order to determine the

components of the equivalent circuit, the following measurements, which will be

discussed in greater detail below, are carried out in particular: Primary and

secondary short-circuit impedance measurements, measurement of the

resistance of the secondary windings of the voltage transformer, measurement

20 of the magnetisation behaviour of the voltage transformer, measurement of the

transformation ratio of the voltage transformer.

The DC winding resistance is determined for each secondary winding of the

voltage transformer 20, so that information about the respective secondary

25 winding resistance R2 of the equivalent circuit 30 is known from the test

response of the voltage transformer 20 (see Fig. 1). The measurement is

preferably carried out in sequence from the highest winding to the lowest

winding, in order to reduce the outlay in terms of wiring. The transformed

primary winding resistance R1" of the equivalent circuit 30 can be calculated

30 from stray losses which are likewise measured and from the DC secondary

resistance values.

The short-circuit impedance measurements can be carried out by the test

device 10 both on the primary side and on the secondary side.
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In the case of short-circuit impedance measurement on the primary side, the

input terminals A and NHF of the voltage transformer 20 are short-circuited and

set at earth potential, and a test signal is applied to the voltage transformer in

5 order to detect the test response at each secondary winding in succession and,

on the basis of the test response of the voltage transformer 20, to be able to

determine the stray losses already mentioned above. If a plurality of secondary

windings are present, this measurement is carried out separately for each

secondary winding.

10

The short-circuit impedance measurement on the secondary side is carried out

for only one secondary winding, that is to say, for example, only the second

secondary winding 2a-2n of the voltage transformer 20 is short-circuited and

the short-circuit impedance at the first secondary winding la-1n is measured (if

15 the voltage transformer has only one secondary winding, a short-circuit

impedance measurement on the secondary side is not required).

Overall, this allows the transformed primary leakage inductance X1" and the

secondary leakage inductance X2 to be determined separately for each

20 secondary winding for the equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 1.

The measurement of the magnetisation behaviour of the voltage transformer

must be carried out per se only for one secondary winding, for example for the

innermost secondary winding la-1n, since the iron core of the voltage

25 transformer is the same for all the secondary windings and the stray losses of

this secondary winding are known, in order to be able to calculate the EMF

voltage accordingly. Nevertheless, a plurality of such measurements may also

be carried out.

30 The measurement of the transformation ratio of the voltage transformer 20 is

carried out by the test device 10 in order to determine the actual coil or winding

ratio of the voltage transformer 20 and thereby in particular take into

consideration a winding correction carried out during the manufacturing

process.
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A voltage transformer is in principle calculated at the manufacturer's in the

development process before the voltage transformer goes into production. This

calculation is made on the basis of "constant" base values of the materials to

5 be used and in most cases also taking into consideration the tolerances in the

manufacturing process. The accuracy of the finished product is ultimately

influenced both by the tolerances of the materials used and by the tolerances of

the manufacturing processes. Therefore, during the manufacturing process, a

control measurement is usually carried out, after the application of the coils and

10 before the insulation, in order to determine whether the voltage transformer is

situated within the usual working range. If there are deviations, the voltage

transformer is "adjusted" to the desired range by changing the number of

windings. Owing to this winding correction, the pure winding transformation

ratio of the voltage transformer then no longer agrees with the nominal voltage

15 transformation ratio.

As has already been discussed above, the test device 10 generally detects the

losses of the voltage transformer 20 that is to be tested, in order to determine

or calculate the "accuracy" thereof. These losses must accordingly also include

20 such a winding correction performed during the process of manufacturing the

voltage transformer 20, in order that the absolute accuracy of the voltage

transformer 20 can be determined. For this reason, the test device 10 is

configured to carry out a measurement of the transformation ratio of the voltage

transformer 20, a test voltage to that end being applied to the primary side of

25 the voltage transformer 20 to be tested.

In order to measure the transformation, it is important that this is carried out

with a voltage that is not too low compared with the primary nominal voltage of

the test object. Voltages of approximately from 3% to 80% of the nominal

30 voltage have been found to be suitable.

Because the test device 10 operates at low voltages, preferably of the order of

magnitude of not more than 10 V or 40 V effective value, for carrying out the

other measurements described above, and the voltage source 11 of the test
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device 10 is consequently configured for lower voltages, the use of a

corresponding amplifier arrangement in the form of a voltage booster is

required for carrying out the transformation ratio measurement. Such an

amplifier arrangement can also be integrated into the test device 10, although

5 this would increase the weight and size of the test device accordingly. The use

of a separate amplifier arrangement can also be advantageous for safety

reasons owing to the high voltages that occur. If different voltage variants are

required, it can likewise be advantageous to work with different components.

10 An example of the connection of the test device 10 to a voltage booster 40 and

the voltage transformer 20 shown in Fig. 1 is shown in Fig. 3.

Test signal outputs of the test device 10 are coupled with the primary side of a

transformer 41 of the voltage booster 40, while primary and secondary test

15 response measuring inputs of the test device 10 are coupled via a voltage

divider 42 with the secondary side of the transformer 41 and the primary side of

the voltage transformer 20 or with the secondary side of the voltage transformer

20. The test device is connected to the voltage transformer according to a four-

wire measuring method, wherein the voltage applied directly to the test object is

20 measured back in order to avoid the measurement being influenced by cables

or transfer resistances at the terminals.

By means of the arrangement shown in Fig. 3, the total transformation ratio of

the voltage transformer 20 can be measured. The terminals NHF and N of the

25 voltage transformer 20 are connected to earth. The high test voltage supplied

by the voltage booster 40 is applied between the terminals A and NHF and thus

between A and earth. The low-voltage measurement input of the test device 10

is connected to the secondary winding 1a-1 n of the voltage transformer 20.

30 Even in the presence of a plurality of secondary coils, the measurement of the

total transformation ratio of the voltage transformer 20 with the arrangement

shown in Fig. 3 is preferably carried out only once for the first secondary

winding 1a-1n. In addition, the measurement of the total transformation ratio is

carried out only for capacitively coupled voltage transformers, while this test
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can be omitted in the case of inductive voltage transformers. As the result of

this measurement, the total transformation ratio is determined in the form of the

ratio of the voltage at the terminals A and NHF to the voltage at the secondary

winding 1a-1 n of the voltage transformer 20.

5

With a slightly modified test arrangement, which is shown in Fig. 4, the

transformation of the inductive voltage transformer section of the voltage

transformer 20 can be determined. The purpose of this measurement is in

particular to be able to distinguish between capacitive transformation ratio and

10 inductive transformation ratio.

As is shown in Fig. 4, the terminal NHF is to this end connected to the high

voltage terminal A of the voltage transformer 20, the test voltage being applied

between these two terminals and earth. Otherwise, the connection is similar to

15 the test arrangement shown in Fig. 3. The voltage applied to the primary side of

the voltage transformer is preferably so adjusted that the voltage at the

secondary winding 1a-1n corresponds to the voltage measured with the

measuring arrangement of Fig. 3. As the result of this measurement, the

transformation of the inductive voltage transformer, that is to say without the

20 capacitive voltage divider C1, C2, is determined in the form of the ratio of the

voltage on the primary side of the inductive transformer to the voltage at the

secondary terminals 1a-in.

This measurement is preferably also carried out only once for the first

25 secondary winding la-1n. If this measurement is carried out for an inductive

voltage transformer, the measurement result would correspond directly to the

transformation ratio of the inductive voltage transformer under open-circuit

conditions.

30 Finally, it is also possible to calculate from the measurement result obtained

according to Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 the transformation ratio of the capacitive voltage

divider C1, C2 of the voltage transformer 20, by dividing the voltage between

the terminals A and NHF of the voltage transformer 20 obtained from the

measurement of Fig. 3 by the voltage on the primary side of the transformer
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with short-circuited terminals A-NHF obtained from the measurement of Fig. 4.

The above-described measurements are carried out by the test device 10 in

order, on the basis of the information so obtained, ultimately to be able to

5 determine the accuracy of the tested voltage transformer 20.

Fig. 5 shows, in the form of a flow diagram, a possible sequence of the method

for determining the accuracy class of inductive voltage transformers according

to an embodiment of the present invention, which method takes place

10 automatically under the control of the control unit 14. Points that are additionally

to be taken into consideration when this method is applied to capacitively

coupled voltage transformers will be discussed separately hereinbelow.

The basis of this method is the already described transformer equivalent circuit

15 (ESB), which can be related to the secondary side of the voltage transformer to

be tested (step 100). A measurement on the secondary side thus ensures

direct correspondence to the equivalent circuit. The concentrated capacitance

integrated in the equivalent circuit represents the internal capacitance that is to

be taken into consideration for the frequencies of up to 50 Hz or 60 Hz that are

20 of relevance here (in some types of transformer, the internal capacitance is

negligible). A further property of this method is the fact that the transverse

element, which consists of the main inductance Xm and the loss resistance Re,

can initially be assumed to be unknown.

25 In order to determine the elements of the equivalent circuit, the above-

described open-circuit and short-circuit test is carried out (step 101) in order to

provide the equivalent circuit with the information so obtained (step 102).

By means of a frequency sweep with a reference capacitance connected

30 (step 103), the value of the primary internal capacitance Cp can then be

determined (step 104). Steps 103 and 104 for determining the primary internal

capacitance Cp are preferably carried out only if the primary internal

capacitance is relatively high and the influence of the primary internal

capacitance must therefore be taken into consideration.
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If the values obtained are not plausible (step 105), the measurements, and

consequently steps 101-105, are repeated.

5 If, on the other hand, the values are plausible, then the magnetisation

behaviour of the voltage transformer can be measured from the secondary

side. To that end, for every conceivable operating condition of the duty cycle,

both the current i(t) and the voltage u(t) are measured in a time-resolved

manner (step 106), only voltages of up to 10 V preferably being used. By

10 varying the frequency with the same amplitude, the flux can be adjusted

according to the specifications.

Following the measurement of the magnetisation behaviour, the influence of the

already calculated primary internal capacitance is taken into consideration

15 (step 107). The capacitive current is subtracted from the terminal current, so

that only the current component responsible for the magnetisation of the core

io(t) and the voltage applied to the core ucore(t) are taken into further

consideration.

20 Because frequencies that are not equal to the operating frequency are used for

the measurements, but the transformer core exhibits a strongly frequency-

dependent behaviour, the measured values u(t) and i(t) are converted into

values which are related to the operating condition. A comprehensive

ferromagnetic loss interpretation and loss calculation model is used for that

25 purpose (step 108), which model will be described independently hereinbelow

with reference to Fig. 6. From the loss interpretation model, the current and

voltage values are finally transformed into network elements. The simulated

values of the magnetisation curve (current-voltage characteristic curve) at

operating frequency as well as the angle information at different voltages are

30 returned. For any desired burden and operating voltage, it is then possible to

calculate the related voltage deviation and phase displacement, or phase error,

of the transformer on the basis of the voltage vector diagram.

In order to calculate the actual accuracy under operating conditions from this
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equivalent-circuit-"related accuracy" of the voltage transformer, the open-circuit

transformation of the voltage transformer is to be measured very accurately, as

described. This generally differs from the nominal transformation because, on

the one hand, the burden-dependent voltage drop over the secondary

5 impedance of the voltage transformer, as well as any winding adjustment

carried out during production, must be taken into consideration. Consideration

of the winding adjustment is here referred to as "winding correction". The

winding correction can take place by two different variants, depending on the

physical design of the voltage transformer (step 109). On the one hand, a high

10 voltage can be applied, as described, to the primary side of the voltage

transformer (step 111). The measurement on the secondary side then allows

the winding correction to the measured for the explicit voltage. A second and

universal solution for taking account of this winding correction is provided by a

resonance measurement on the secondary side in conjunction with the values

15 of the internal capacitance and leakage inductance already calculated

previously (step 110). The voltage values given in Fig. 5 are intended only as

examples.

The measurement deviation initially calculated without knowledge of the actual

20 transformation of the voltage transformer (step 112) can then be corrected by

taking the winding correction into consideration (step 113), so that error curves

for the measurement deviation in terms of amount and phase, related to the

operating condition, are finally outputted (step 114).

25 A method for determining the main inductance and the loss resistance of the

equivalent circuit using the already mentioned ferromagnetic loss model (see

step 108 in Fig. 5) according to an embodiment of the invention will be

described hereinbelow.

30 Voltage transformers have a significant frequency- and polarisation-dependent

loss behaviour due to the core materials used. According to the modulation of

the core plates, this behaviour is more or less non-linear. According to the

induction rate and induction amplitude, a field-strength-dependent arrangement

of the domain structure and thus a field-strength-dependent polarisation, or flux
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density, is established, which is accompanied by a non-linear loss dissipation in

the form of Joule heating. Accordingly, if a measuring signal having a frequency

that differs from the operating frequency is used, it is recommended to

compensate for the frequency-dependent loss dissipation by means of a model.

5

To that end there can be used a simulation model of the frequency- and flux-

dependent iron losses of the transformer, which reduces conventional

empirical-analytical loss models by the flux density dependence to Ptot = C - f -

WVY, where C, fx and 'Vx describe the components dependent on the transformer

10 as well as on the frequency f and the flux LP. In order to permit this

simplification, measurements are carried out with different frequencies in each

case for the same linked flux. Finally, using a model-based method, the

dynamic coefficient C and the exponent x of the frequency f and the exponent y

for the flux 'V can be determined. For operating the simulation model,

15 measurements are preferably carried out at low voltages less than 10 V and

variable frequency between 0 and 50 Hz.

Fig. 6 shows a flow diagram for determining the main inductance and the loss

resistance of the equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 1 using such a ferromagnetic

20 loss model or simulation model according to an embodiment of the invention.

At the beginning of the method (step 200), the current values io(t) already

corrected by the capacitive current by the primary coil capacitance, and the

associated voltage values ucore(t) are delivered to the loss model (step 201).

25 There follow low-frequency power measurements at the flux densities

conventional for operation (step 202). The low measuring frequency is

associated with the requirement of small voltage amplitudes.

The losses Ptot that occur in the case of the power measurements are

30 separated using a loss separation approach into static losses Pstat and dynamic

losses Pdyn. The static losses Pstat increase linearly with the frequency (step

203). The static loss resistance Rstat for the network model can be calculated

directly from the static component (step 204).
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The dynamic behaviour of the loss dissipation with the frequency is then

interpreted (step 206). According to the type of transformer, this can be

constant, linear or non-linear over the frequency. For one of the first two cases,

the dynamic loss resistance Rdyn can be calculated directly. Because in the

5 non-linear case the loss dissipation follows the approach Pdyn = Cdyn - f, the

coefficient Cdyn and the exponent x of the power function must in this case first

be determined by a specific method (step 208). Accordingly, the dynamic loss

resistance Rdyn can also be converted into a network element in the case of a

non-linear dissipation for physical reasons (steps 209 and 210).

10 Comprehensive measurements of the loss dissipation in the laboratory form the

bases for this approach.

The development of the main inductance over time (hysteresis curve) can be

determined from the difference between the total magnetisation current and the

15 ohmic currents by the calculated resistances Rdyn and Rstat (step 211).

Finally, the magnetisation current/voltage characteristic curve as well as the

information regarding the phase angle of the main impedance at different core

voltages is converted by the model into corresponding information at operating

20 frequency or under the operating condition (step 212) and delivered as data for

further processing by the method shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 7 shows a flow diagram of an alternative method to Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 using

a ferromagnetic loss model or simulation model according to a further

25 embodiment of the invention, wherein in this embodiment the primary internal

capacitance Cp is not determined. In Fig. 7, the steps corresponding to the

steps shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 have been given the same reference

numerals, so that reference can be made in this connection to the preceding

description of those steps.

30

The method shown in Fig. 7 differs from the methods shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6

substantially, on the one hand, in that the steps relating to the determination

and consideration of the primary internal capacitance Cp are omitted, and, on

the other hand, by the alternative configuration or formulation of the
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ferromagnetic loss model 108.

After step 206, the losses Ptot occurring in the case of the power measurements

are again separated by a loss separation approach into static losses Pstat and

5 dynamic losses Pdyn, in order to determine the elements of the equivalent circuit

on that basis. In step 211, the mutual inductance is calculated from io(t), ucore(t)

and the dynamic resistance Rdyn (also referred to as Reddy).

As shown in Fig. 7, the transformation measurement in step 111 is preferably

10 carried out with voltages in the range of from 3% to 80% of the nominal voltage

of the object under test.

The loss interpretation models described above with reference to Fig. 6 and

Fig. 7 are intended only as examples, it being possible for other models also to

15 be used. Because the measurements described in connection with Fig. 5 are

preferably carried out using voltages and frequencies that are significantly

below the corresponding nominal values of the voltage transformer that is to be

tested, the model used primarily serves the purpose of converting the

measured data that deviate from the nominal values into data that are related to

20 the nominal values. On the one hand, the magnetisation curve of the voltage

transformer is to be detected, whereby the core of the voltage transformer is

preferably driven into saturation from the secondary side by application of a

suitable voltage below the nominal frequency. On the other hand, the

frequency-dependent losses of the voltage transformer are to be detected so

25 that they can be converted to the nominal values again using the correct

factors. How the relevant parameters are measured and converted depends on

the model that is used in a particular case.

Some transformer types have a connected damping unit. This damping unit can

30 also be taken into consideration when determining the accuracy of the

transformer, in order to improve the meaningfulness of the test of the accuracy

of the transformer.
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CLAIMS

1. A method for testing a voltage transformer, comprising steps of:

a) emulating the voltage transformer by means of an equivalent circuit,

b) applying a test signal to the voltage transformer,

c) detecting a test response of the voltage transformer in dependence on the test signal

and determining, by a control unit, values for components of the equivalent circuit in dependence

on the test response of the voltage transformer,

d) determining, by the control unit, an equivalent-circuit-related accuracy of the voltage

transformer based on the test response and based on the equivalent circuit being provided with

the values for the components, and

e) determining, by the control unit, an operating-condition-related accuracy of the voltage

transformer from the equivalent-circuit-related accuracy,

wherein in step d), an equivalent-circuit-related voltage deviation and/or an equivalent-

circuit-related phase displacement of the voltage transformer are determined for different

burdens, operating voltages and/or operating frequencies of the voltage transformer, and the

equivalent-circuit-related voltage deviation and/or equivalent circuit-related phase displacement

are converted in step e) into a corresponding voltage deviation or a corresponding phase

displacement for corresponding operating conditions of the voltage transformer,

in step e), the equivalent-circuit-related accuracy of the voltage transformer is converted

into the operating-condition-related accuracy of the voltage transformer using a simulation

model of the voltage transformer, wherein the simulation model takes into consideration

frequency-dependent and flux-dependent iron losses of the voltage transformer, and

in steps b) to d), leakage inductances of the equivalent circuit of the voltage transformer

are determined by the control unit by short-circuit impedance measurements on the primary side

and on the secondary side.

2. The method according to claim 1,

wherein

for determining the equivalent-circuit-related accuracy of the voltage transformer, a test

signal with a voltage of not more than 10 V and/or a frequency of not more than 10 Hz is

applied.

3. The method according to any one of the preceding claims,

wherein
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for determining the equivalent-circuit-related accuracy of the voltage transformer, a test

signal with a voltage less than the nominal voltage of the voltage transformer and a frequency

less than the nominal frequency of the voltage transformer is applied.

4. The method according to any one of the preceding claims,

wherein

in steps b) to d), a primary winding resistance and a secondary winding resistance of the

equivalent circuit are determined by means of a resistance measurement on the voltage

transformer.

5. The method according to claim 4,

wherein

a resistance measurement is carried out at each secondary winding of the voltage

transformer in order to determine the corresponding secondary winding resistance for each

secondary winding, wherein a transformed primary winding resistance of the equivalent circuit is

determined by the control unit from the determined secondary winding resistances and from

measured stray losses of the voltage transformer.

6. The method according to any one of the preceding claims,

wherein

in steps b) to d), stray losses of the voltage transformer are determined, by the control

unit by a short-circuit impedance measurement.

7. The method according to claim 6,

wherein

for determining the stray losses of the voltage transformer, the primary side is short

circuited and a test signal is applied to each secondary winding of the voltage transformer in

succession.

8. The method according to any one of the preceding claims,

wherein

in steps b) to d), a measurement of the magnetisation behaviour of the voltage

transformer is carried out by applying test signals with different voltages and frequencies.
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9. The method according to any one of the preceding claims,

wherein

in steps b) to d), the transformation ratio of the voltage transformer is determined.

10. The method according to claim 9,

wherein

for determining the transformation ratio, a test signal with a voltage in the range of from

3% to 80% of the nominal voltage of the voltage transformer is applied to the voltage

transformer on the primary side.

11. The method according to claim 9 or claim 10,

wherein

a measurement of a total transformation ratio of the voltage transformer, a measurement

of a transformation ratio of an inductive voltage transformer of the voltage transformer and a

measurement of a transformation ratio of a capacitive voltage divider of the voltage transformer

are carried out.

12. The method according to any one of the preceding claims,

wherein

when determining the accuracy of the voltage transformer, a winding adjustment carried

out during the manufacture of the voltage transformer is taken into consideration by the control

unit.

13. The method according to any one of claims 9 to 12,

wherein

the winding adjustment is taken into consideration when determining the transformation

ratio of the voltage transformer.

14. The method according to any one of the preceding claims,

wherein

the test response is detected using a four-wire measuring method.

15. The method according to any one of the preceding claims,

wherein
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the method is carried out for a voltage transformer in the form of an inductive voltage

transformer or for a voltage transformer in the form of a capacitive voltage transformer.

16. The method according to any one of the preceding claims,

wherein

the method is carried out by means of a portable test device at the installation site of the

voltage transformer.

17. A device for testing a voltage transformer, comprising

a test signal source for generating a test signal which is to be applied to the voltage

transformer,

a test response detecting device for detecting a test response of the voltage transformer in

dependence on the test signal, and

an evaluation device which is so configured that it emulates the voltage transformer by an

equivalent circuit and determines values for components of the equivalent circuit in dependence

on the test response of the voltage transformer in order to determine an equivalent-circuit-related

accuracy of the voltage transformer based on the test response and based on the equivalent

circuit being provided with the values for the components and to convert the equivalent-circuit-

related accuracy into an operating-condition-related accuracy of the voltage transformer,

wherein the evaluation device determines an equivalent-circuit-related voltage deviation

and/or an equivalent-circuit-related phase displacement of the voltage transformer for different

burdens, operating voltages and/or operating frequencies of the voltage transformer and converts

the equivalent-circuit-related voltage deviation and/or the equivalent-circuit-relate phase

displacement into a corresponding voltage deviation or a corresponding phase displacement for

corresponding operating conditions of the voltage transformer,

the evaluation device converts the equivalent-circuit-related accuracy of the voltage

transformer into the operating-condition-related accuracy of the voltage transformer using a

simulation model of the voltage transformer, the simulation model takes into consideration

frequency-dependent and flux-dependent iron losses of the voltage transformer and

leakage inductances of the equivalent circuit of the voltage transformer are determined by

the control unit by short-circuit impedance measurements on the primary side and on the

secondary side.

18. The device according to claim 16,
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wherein

the device is in the form of a portable test device for carrying out an in situ test of the

voltage transformer.

19. The device according to any one of claims 16 and 17,

wherein

the device is configured for carrying out the method according to any one of claims 1 to

15.
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